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Are we spending public money wisely in selecting 
and delivering food assistance for optimal impact? 



Factors potentially influencing effectiveness:
Utilization of study food 

Study arms:
CSB+ with oil (ref)

CSWB with oil
SC+

RUSF

Comparative cost-effectiveness 
of averting stunting and wasting

Controlling for potential confounders:
Household & community level characteristics

Study design | Conceptual framework & objectives
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Study Food Contents 
CSB Plus + Oil* (CSB+) Cornmeal, whole soybeans, 

vitamin/mineral premix

Corn Soy Whey Blend + 
Oil* (CSWB)

Cornmeal, soy flour, whey protein 
concentrate, vitamin/mineral premix

Super Cereal Plus (SC+) Corn, dehulled soybeans, dried skim 
milk powder, vitamin/mineral 
premix

Ready-to-Use 
Supplementary Food 
(RUSF)

Oilseeds, tree nuts, pulses, cereals, 
sugar, dairy protein, vegetable oil, 
vitamin/mineral premix

*Fortified with Vitamin A & D Monthly ration ~500 
kcal/day (as delivered)

Study design | The four supplementary foods
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CSWB 
(n=1,503)

RUSF 
(n=1,526)

CSB+ 
(n=1,519)

SC+ 
(n=1,564)

• Title II USAID supplementary 
feeding program (VIM) targeting all 
pregnant and lactating mothers and 
children 6-23 months in Sanmatenga 
Province 

• Four geographic regions randomly 
assigned one of four foods 
distributed at 48 distribution sites

• Study arms were comparable in terms 
of community and household 
characteristics

Study design | Study setting
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Methods | Data collection

Household, SES, and 
community level data 

collected at enrollment

~6 months of age

Monthly anthropometric 
data collected at each 

food distribution

~18 distributions

Anthropometric data 
collected at 1, 2, and 3 

months post food 
distribution

Enrollment ~ 6,000 children Followed for 18 months Post-intervention follow-up

Aug. 2014 – Jul. 2015 Aug. 2014 – Sept. 2016 Feb. 2016 – Dec. 2016
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Methods | Costing data collection

Loss-
adjusted

Average Cost 
per Child Reached

Average Cost 
per Monthly Ration

Average Cost 
per Metric Ton
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Assessing cost-effectiveness across study arms

∆ Cost 
estimates

Difference in 
average cost 

per child 
reached

∆ Measured 
effects

Primary outcome for 
stunting

Difference in % 
subjects stunted at 

end-line

Primary outcome for 
wasting

Difference in 
average # monthly 

measurements 
showing wasting

Comparative 
cost-effectiveness

Each arm 
compared to 
reference arm
(CSB+ with oil)
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Methods | Data analysis

• Prevalence of stunting at end-
line

à Logistic regression 

• Total number of months 
wasted

à Negative binomial regression

• Mean LAZ and WLZ 
throughout study period 

à Mixed-effects regression



The odds of stunting at end-
line were similar in the SC+ 
and RUSF arms; twice as high 
in the CSWB arm

CSB+ CSWB SC+ RUSF
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CSB+ CSWB SC+ RUSF
Ref 2.07* 1.02 1.21

Adjusted odds ratios; end-line 
stunting

The predicted prevalence 
of stunting is highest in 
the CSWB arm

*p < 0.05

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

How do the foods compare in preventing stunting at end-line?
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Incremental cost-effectiveness plane for stunting prevention



CSB+ CSWB SC+ RUSF
Ref 1.25* 0.96 0.92

Adjusted incidence rate ratios

Those in the CSWB arm have 25% 
more monthly episodes of wasting 
than those in the CSB+ arm

CSB+ CSWB SC+ RUSF

The predicted number of monthly 
measurements showing wasting 
was similar in the SC+ and RUSF 
arms, but higher in the CSWB arm
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*p < 0.05

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

How do the foods compare in preventing wasting?
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Incremental cost-effectiveness plane for wasting prevention



WLZ trajectories are similar, with the 
RUSF arm showing a slower rate of decline

LAZ declined in all arms, with 
greatest decline in the CSWB arm  

How effective were each of the foods in “preventing” 
stunting and wasting over time?



Two important questions:

•Why do none of the foods prevent the typical 
declines in z-scores?

•Why does the food with whey protein and 
enhanced micronutrient profile perform less well 
than the other foods?

15



Perhaps the answer lies in household use of the food products
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–In-home observations (n=209)

–Individual interviews with 
beneficiary mothers (n=1,463)

–Focus groups with beneficiary 
mothers and distribution 
committees (n=48)

–Lead mother and promoter 
interviews (n=308)



Is the target beneficiary RECEIVING the food?

17



High levels of reported and observed sharing
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69%
75% 74%

54%

38%

70%

52%
58%

CSB+ CSWB SC+ RUSF

Reported vs Observed Sharing
Reported
Observed

• No selling reported in any study arm
• Giving away any of the ration, 8-13%
• Giving away oil, 7-8%
• 18-21% of people report using oil for 

other household cooking
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Many studies have found similarly high levels of sharing and diversion
“sharing will happen…consider 
mitigating measures…”

“Frequency of sharing is 
substantial…”

“More than one third of all 
observed meals were 
shared with other 
household members.”



Is the target beneficiary CONSUMING the 
intended quantity of food?

20
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Foods are not always consumed daily

54%

44%
53%

65%

CSB+
(N=46)

CSWB
(N=29)

SC+
(N=28)

RUSF
(N=32)

Percent of children ever observed 
consuming study food*

*Over 4 day observation period, when food was present in 
the household



Children in other studies also do not consume the intended 
quantity of supplementary foods 
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“58% of participants receiving 
CSB reported having left-overs 
at the end of the day compared 
to 37% of the participants 
receiving LNS, suggesting that 
CSB was not as readily 
consumed as LNS.” 

“…children receiving supplements 
through a program are likely to consume 
less than the intended dose of the LNS…” 



23Consumption may be influenced by taste

“Usually, if we make it, the child 
refuses to eat it, and if we taste it, we 
find out it’s bitter…”

“Last month, the flour they gave us 
could not be used, besides giving it to 
the animals. Even the animals don’t 
want it. It’s very bitter.”

“Often, there are insects inside, and if 
we taste it, we find that it’s too bitter-
tasting. We can’t use it to make 
porridge or couscous. We can only 
throw it out.”
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Professional tasters agree that the CSWB was bitter after 10+ 
months of storage in Burkina

Attributes are scored on a 15 point universal intensity scale.  Most dried ingredient attributes fall 
between 0 and 4. Analyses by NC State

Attribute New lot 1 New lot 2 Stored lot 1 Stored lot 2
Sweet taste 2.5 2.3 1.1 1.0

Bitter taste 1.8 2.2 2.6 2.3
Aftertaste clean clean Stale, cardboard, 

heat exposure
Stale, 
cardboard, heat 
exposure

NC State University
Food Science Department
Sensory Service Center

Shortened Table: Sensory profiles of protein blends; Dry powders (as-is)
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When storage time was not considered, studies have previously 
shown CSB with animal protein (milk) to be less bitter

“CSB porridges with milk proteins had an 
overall sweet taste and were not 
perceived as bitter. Substitution of soya 
flour with the two different milk proteins 
increased the sweet taste significantly.” 

“Products with higher milk content 
received higher ratings”



Are beneficiary caregivers PREPARING the 
foods as intended?

26
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Samples indicate lower fat content than would be expected if 
porridge prepared according to recommendations

Intrinsic Oil

7.3 g/100g  6.6 g/100g  

Target quantity of added oil 
(FAQR)

Required fat 
content range 
for RUSF

Fa
t 

co
nt

en
t 

g/
10

0g

Average qty added
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Results from Malawi trial show that targeted SBCC can increase 
adherence to preparation recommendations

Rogers et al, 2017
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9
12 13

10
13

10

17
12

20 20

27
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58 58

45

58

CSB+ (N=400) CSWB (N=393) SC+ (N=400) RUSF (N=387)

Low risk Intermediate Risk High Risk Unsafe

In all study arms, the majority of household water samples 
showed unsafe or high-risk contamination with E.coli
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1. Overall, the CSB+, RUSF and SC+ arms showed similar effectiveness  but carried 
different costs, making the CSB+ arm the most cost-effective re: stunting at end-line 
and number of wasted months.

2. The CSWB arm was least cost-effective.

3. None of the foods prevented declines in LAZ or WLZ over time. The CSWB arm 
showed a steeper decline in LAZ, and the RUSF arm showed a more shallow 
decline in WLZ. 

4. Sharing of foods was common in all arms, but children in the CSWB arm seemed 
least likely to be consuming adequate product, which may explain the relatively poor 
effectiveness in the CSWB arm.

5. Quality of programming and household use of the food products matter at 
least as much as the composition of products being programmed.   
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